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Food For
Families.

Call us
1800 668 426

Put food on the table - all year round.

Visit
foodforfamilies.org.au

Everyday we dig deeper to provide support when people
need it most. We want to support everyone who reaches
out to us, no matter what time of year it is - but we can’t
do it alone.
Here’s how you can get involved in Food For Families:
• donate non-perishable food and essential items
• host a collection drive
• be a community drop off point for donations
• make a donation to directly support vulnerable people needing access to food.

Uniting is the community services organisation
of the Uniting Church in Victoria and Tasmania.

Care and support
tailored just for you
with Uniting AgeWell
Help at home
Get assistance with personal and clinical care,
household chores, assistive technology and
transport

Community support and wellbeing
Remain connected with social groups, outings,
and carer services

Independent living
Maintain an independent lifestyle in one of
our vibrant retirement living communities

Specialist 24/7 care and support, including
dementia and palliative care and respite
stays, within safe and caring communities

Living well with choice
and peace of mind
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With services across Victoria and Tasmania,
Uniting AgeWell's expert team can help you find the
right services to meet your needs. Call us today!

1300 783 435
unitingagewell.org

4752 Crosslight

Residential care

While different local contexts are at
"
different points, we are all part of the one vine …

"

(and) God is the ultimate vine-grower.

Reverend
David Fotheringham
Moderator
Vic Tas Synod

At a recent meeting of the Synod
Standing Committee I invited the
members to imagine the Uniting Church
as a vineyard, following the prophetic
words of Isaiah.
In small groups we spent a few
minutes drawing images of the church
as a “vineyard”, to help us to focus our
minds on the situations of the church
across the Synod. We saw varieties of
grapes, places of growth, parts of the
vine in need of tending, and soil where
fresh vines could be fruitfully planted.
One of the sub-committees
subsequently did further work to follow
up on the discussions at the July Synod
meeting. The Synod theme, “Arise, come
with me”, drew from the words of Song
of Songs in which the lover calls their
beloved to arise because “the winter
is over, the rain is over and gone”. The
Synod was listening for God’s call to
the church in this. “Signs of spring” and
“things to leave behind from winter”
were key discussion points for working
groups.
Working through the feedback from
those groups, several things emerged.
One of the first was that a number of
people found the discussion about
emerging from winter to be premature.
Some saw no hard binary between
winter and spring, and wondered if
we had really finished with winter. In
a vineyard, winter is a time when the
leaves are stripped back from the vines
and it’s important to focus on what is
foundational to the vine. Winter provides
an opportunity for clarity about purpose,
and ensuring that the vine/church is
prepared for future seasons and pruned
to what is most important.
Others noted new life and growth that
was emerging in the midst of winter,
in particular in the midst of COVID
lockdowns. Many have had experiences
of ministry and care through technology
and in new ways; winter has its creative
edge too.
The sharing of “signs of spring” was

also appreciated amongst the groups.
The stories shared varied from a yarning
circle in Wonthaggi and growing
connections with First Peoples; to
Brekkie Clubs and vigils in support of
refugees; to congregations welcoming
Seasonal Workers and starting Alpha and
confirmation groups; to “Friendly Doors”
social activities in Mildura in the North,
and partnership between Kingston
Uniting and Laprena in the South. Many
are thinking about new partnerships
to engage with in ministry with the
community.
Experiences of winter and spring are
clearly varied and the local contexts are
important. Vine-growers know that well.
Jesus picks up on the imagery of the
vineyard. In John 15, he talks about
God as the vine-grower, and directly
references the work of pruning that is
a part of winter. The pruning of that
season has its purpose, in order for the
whole vine to bear fruit in its season. The
working groups at Synod recognised
that pruning could include questions
of property or traditions (like service
times) which don’t necessarily serve the
primary purpose of sharing God’s love in
Christ in community.
While different local contexts are at
different points, we are all part of the
one vine: Following Christ, walking
together as First and Second Peoples,
seeking community, compassion and
justice for all creation.
At the time that I’m writing this, the
weather is showing signs of both winter
and spring happening virtually all at
once – one reason why First People’s
knowledge doesn’t divide the seasons
this way!
Throughout the Synod, local
experiences are varied but God is the
ultimate vine-grower. We can make the
most of winter and continue to look for
and nurture the signs of spring. As we do,
may God lead us with wisdom, purpose
and grace.
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Care to

dance?
They say it takes two to tango and
that’s definitely the case with disability and spirituality

By Andrew Humphries
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“Our Minister was actually leaving at
the time and said to me, ‘it’s all yours’,
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Continued
people on board know the Mission is
open in the port,” Beryl says.

Mary Henley-Collopy says spirituality
“has become a standard for everyone
in Australia, but it’s not something that
has been particularly embraced
by the disability sector”.
Image: Carl Rainer

“We normally open in the evenings,
seven days a week, but we will open at
other times if requested.”
And while advances in technology
have meant some changes have taken
place, sailors still enjoy the opportunity
to see a few friendly faces on land.
“When we opened in 1989, the most
important thing for the sailors was the
availability of a telephone so they could
make contact with loved ones,” Beryl
says. “Then computers came in and we
have four of them available, with full
WiFi provided.”
While COVID-19 meant many sailors
weren’t allowed to disembark when
ships came to Bell Bay, volunteers such
as Beryl still ensured they were looked
after, even if from a COVID-safe distance.
“All through COVID-19 we made up
care packs for the sailors, with items like
chips, chocolate and toiletries, which
were the sorts of things they would only
have been able to get by coming ashore,”
she says.

The care packs continue to be
distributed and, given the harsh winters
George Town endures, one of the most
popular items is a beanie, knitted by
Seafarers Mission volunteers.
“The other thing we do is provide
phone cards,” Beryl says.
“The agents will send an order out to
the ships and, when the sailors come in
to port, the phone cards and activated
SIM cards are ready for them. That is one
of the most important jobs that we do
because it allows them to stay in touch
with their families.”
Despite being well into her 80s, Beryl
has no plans to slow down, but hopes
a new generation of volunteers might
want to come on board. She still comes
in a couple of nights each week and also
does the required bookwork and grocery
shopping to ensure everything runs
smoothly.
In doing her bit, Beryl loves the fact
she is providing a service consistent with
the Uniting Church’s values.

“I think we are living out the ethos
of the Uniting Church with what we’re
doing here,” she says.
“We mainly see our mission as being to
the seafarers and, while we do support
other things, most of our energy goes
towards this one.
“The Uniting Church has been a huge
part of my life and a place where I have
always felt comfortable and welcome.
We make the sailors feel welcome in the
same way that the Uniting Church makes
us feel welcome.
“I’ll continue helping while I still can
and I hope that the Seafarers Mission
continues for many years to come.”
Like Beryl, Renato is proud of the part
the Mission plays in making life a little bit
easier for sailors who spend long periods
away from their loved ones.
“It is very rewarding to see the smiles
on their faces when they visit the
mission,” he says.
“They have a tough time being on their
ships, but this is their livelihood and they
are providing for their families.”
If you would like to assist the Seafarers5
Mission, contact Beryl on 03 6382 4124
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in a Masters degree, before adding
Graduate Diplomas in not-for-profit
management and theology to her
resumé. An Anglican priest, Vicki now
works as a disability ministry educator
in the Anglican Church of Aotearoa, New
Zealand and Polynesia, and is on the
board of CCS Disability Action, a major
disability organisation in NZ.
In joining the priesthood, Vicki
followed in the footsteps of her mother,
who was heavily involved in the Church
and was admitted as a priest in 1980.
“I was born into the Church and into
disability, and these have been dance
partners throughout my life,” Vicki says.
“I have been actively involved in
Anglican parishes and various Christian
groups throughout my life.”
Meredith and Vicki joined forces in
June, albeit in different
countries, when they
were keynote speakers
at the launch at the
Centre for Theology
and Ministry in
Parkville of a book
celebrating 25 years
of the multi-faith
disability and spirituality movement in
Australia and New Zealand.
Reflective Being, Being Reflective,
published by the Synod of Victoria and
Tasmania, was edited by Jayne Clapton,
Trevor Parmenter and the Synod’s
disability inclusion advocate, Andy
Calder.
The book explores issues of faith
and meaning among people living with
disability that have emerged through six
conferences, the first in 1996.
Andy’s interest in the disability field
comes from personal experience, after
a work accident in Darwin in 1986 left
him with serious injuries requiring three
years of rehabilitation.
“That encounter with the experience
of being disabled had a big impact on
me in terms of working out what the
meaning of it all was,” he says.
“Before Ministry, I had worked in the
disability sector within recreational
services for many years, so I had been
shaped by that experience of working
with people in a range of different
community contexts.

“It was a blending of both lived
experience myself and a sense of
connectedness with people who were
living with a disability, in terms of my
interest and expanding my curiosity
about it all.
“And that’s why I am in the role that I
am, because I expressed an interest at a
very early stage in my Ministry formation
that this was an area (that I felt called to)
and wanted to explore what the Church
could do in this space.
“It’s really born out of a sense of
wanting to see a better deal for people
who have experience of disability.”
Andy attended the first conference in
Brisbane as a delegate and organised the
two conferences held in Melbourne, in
2001 and 2016.
“The backdrop to that first conference

that arise around that in terms of
‘the world tells me something about
how I am perceived, which is that I
am perceived as being different and
sometimes have to live with a sense of
shame about what is happening or has
happened to me’.
“If people can draw on a sense of
spiritual teaching or insights, it can
give them some support, sustenance
and empowerment in that journey, and
that is to be encouraged if it is for the
betterment of the person.
“Many people with disabilities are
clear that they want to be part of faith
communities and part of conversations
about their faith, and not to have it
assumed that the case is otherwise.
“They would like to be participants as
anyone else would expect or anticipate
to be.”
Master of ceremonies
at the June launch was
Mary Henley-Collopy, a
Thalidomide survivor and
long-time friend of Andy,
who says the book stands
as an important document
detailing the intersection
between disability and spirituality.
“I see the book as an historic
manuscript detailing the journey of
disability and spirituality and, as the MC,
I called it the dance between the two,”
Mary says.
“I think it was important to revisit the
reflections at conferences that people
gave at the time and to say, ‘where do I
stand now and what has changed?’.”
On her own life journey, Mary has seen
an evolution in the thinking around how
people with a disability are viewed.
“Historically, people with disability
were seen through a medical lens and
so they were the grand sum of their
disability, but now people with disability
are seen much more holistically and they
are seen as being capable of making
decisions,” she says.
“(Something like) government
legislation has been enacted that
absolutely supports the journey of
people with disability to reach the
independence that they choose in the
way that they choose.
“So spirituality has become a standard

As a person with a disability, our abilities
"
are underestimated by many in the community,
including teachers.
"
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Meredith Allan

in Brisbane was the conversations that
had been taking place globally for 20
years beforehand that had emanated
from the civil rights movement, where a
lot of disenfranchised groups of people,
including people with disabilities,
became part of that movement towards
emancipation and greater participation
in society,” he says.
“That first conference became the
springboard for subsequent conferences
that were more intentionally focused on
lived experiences and stories of people,
practitioners and people of faith, and
also morphed into multi-faith dialogue
as well, so it evolved over time.”
The obvious question, then, is what
does disability and spirituality mean
to Andy? Truth be told, it’s a bit like
asking how long is a piece of string? Not
surprisingly, there is a long pause before
he gathers his thoughts and answers.
“The essence of people is contained
in their spiritual expression, light and
world,” Andy offers.
“When people have the experience
of disability, there are certain questions

Continued P9

Meredith Allan’s father was told
her university ambition
was “unrealistic”.
Image: Carl Rainer
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Illustration: Shelle Knoll-Miller,
from Reflecting Being, Being Reflective
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for everyone in Australia, but it’s not
something that has been particularly
embraced by the disability sector, and
there have been some negative reasons
for that.
“For example, a lot of people with a
disability have had examples of people
coming up to them and saying, ‘if you
come to our church, we could heal you’,
and so there was a sense that people
with a disability weren’t whole, whereas
what the whole disability inclusion
movement in the spiritual realm is about
is saying that ‘we see you, we see you as
a person and we see you as a being who
has a spiritual dimension to you’.
“In some respects, the movement
really enhanced the conversation around
that.”
In considering disability and
spirituality, Andy
says, we are asked
questions that
many people born
with a disability
may grapple with.
Those questions
sometimes go to
the heart of what
faith means to them.
“A lot of people wonder at the
question of, ‘why me, and what sense do
I make of this in terms of my own faith
story?’,” Andy says.
“It’s about what are the stories and
images that resonate with me and what
can be supportive in terms of my own
journey, and that goes to the whole issue
of inclusion, not only in church life but in
broader society.
“(So it’s a question around) how can
we as a Church be part of a movement
that questions and challenges
ableism and ableist attitudes that are
encountered daily by everybody, so
there is a greater sense of justice for
people to be participants.
“There is a strong sense of social
justice prevalent in all of this as well.”
Ask Vicki what disability and
spirituality means to her and what
comes back is a reflection on the
importance of embracing everyone at all
times.
“The intersection of spirituality
and disability is about being human

in a fundamental way,” she says.
“It is about learning to live with
limitations that we all have as human
beings and learning to flourish in our
lives. It is embracing our humanity in all
its joys and challenges.”
Vicki recalls the first disability and
spirituality conference in 1996 as being
pivotal in shaping much of her thinking
around the subject.
“When I attended the Brisbane
conference in 1996, I was starting a
journey to find an authentic theology
that spoke into my lived experience of
disability,” Vicki said at the book launch.
“I had just read ‘The Disabled God:
Towards a liberatory theology of
disability’ by Nancy Eiesland, where I
found a powerful narrative that spoke to
my experience.

spirituality, and challenges to faith
communities and society to be more
inclusive in their thinking and practical
ways.
“Some of this thinking has led to some
change in faith communities and society
(and) a lot is still being advocated for.”
That sense of humanity, Vicki recalls,
was what made the inaugural conference
in 1996 such a ground-breaking event.
“My overarching memory was here at
last was a place to be real about being
human in all of its complexity,” she says.
“The church could learn about what it
is to be human, spiritual and temporal
from the intersection of spirituality and
disability (and) this is one of the gifts that
the movement can offer the church.
“It also brings out the gifts of all
people to be the body of Christ (because)
no one person can do
everything.
“Often in the church,
as in society, we place
unrealistic expectations
on our leadership and
then wonder why things
go awry.
“The (disability
and spirituality) movement teaches
us to value and utilise all people in the
community of Christ. We are called to
serve each other (and) we need to figure
out what each person is capable of.”
For Meredith, a strong faith has been
a constant and reassuring presence in
her life.
“I have always believed in God and,
growing up on a farm, the beauty of
Creation was all around me and what
I heard at church on Sunday was with
me,” Meredith says.
“God knows me, (and is) with me all
the time, calming me in both good and
bad times.
“It gives me strength to face today and
tomorrow (and) God is welcoming when
most of the world is not welcoming.”
Mary admits to a more challenging
relationship with her faith, even as it
informed much of her childhood growing
up as one of eight foster children.
“I grew up in a very Christian family,
but I was brought up in a fire and
brimstone, very fundamentalist church,
and my family did not allow us to be

has become a standard for everyone
"inspirituality
Australia, but it’s not something that has been
particularly embraced by the disability sector.
"
Mary Henley-Collopy

“In Brisbane, I found a community
who were grappling with spirituality and
disability seriously and it caused me to
reflect on my life’s dance partners in new
life-giving ways.
“I have been privileged to attend all
the conferences and build the network in
New Zealand.
“Reflecting on this journey, it is often
in the unplanned happenstance where
the light gets through, the spirit moves,
and life and hope are renewed.
“Time and again I would be worrying
about things, then something
unexpected would happen and things
would fall into place.”
It was at these conferences that
inspiration came from like-minded
people on the same wavelength as Vicki.
“The conferences were a wonderful
mixture of intellectual stimulation,
challenging ideas, personal exploration,
practical sharing and good fun,” she says.
“Papers provided new ways of
reflecting on disability and spirituality
(and) different ways of being human,
challenges to wider society on

Continued P10
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angry at God, yet anger can be integral to
grieving,” she says.
“As far as my family was concerned, for
people like myself born with a disability,
it was just a case of getting on with
things, but (that attitude) lacked the
ability to say ‘I’m not happy with what
I’ve been given’.
“We were always told it was God’s
will that we had a disability and that
God doesn’t trust everyone to have a
disability, and that was head-spinning
stuff to me at the time.
“It just didn’t make sense to me and
still doesn’t (and) there comes a time,
particularly during your teenage years,
that you really do ask questions like ‘who
am I and what am I going to contribute
to society and how am I going to be able
to contribute to
society?’.”
Those
questions only
increased for
Mary as she got
older, as did a
level of anger
that, for the most
part, she was able
to keep hidden.
“My anger about being disabled
probably came most when I left home
and went to another Baptist church,”
Mary recalls.
“(But) I was able to connect with a
wonderful Minister there who did allow
me to have that dialogue with God and
did give me the permission to be angry
at God.
“You see, with no arms, punching a
pillow or slamming a door to express
anger just doesn’t cut the mustard, so I
used to internalise a lot and it becomes
a thing of having to be thankful to
everyone around you because you need
so much help.
“Don’t get me wrong, I was thankful,
but to be thankful to God for my
disability was something that I couldn’t
grasp at the time, and this Minister
allowed me to park my feelings and
(suggest) that one day you may be able
to reconcile it all if that is what you want
to do.
“I think, from that moment on, I never
had the need to be angry with God

because I had vented and asked him why
and that is all I had wanted to do.
“I also knew God as a loving God. As
a child, our foster mum read the whole
Bible to us and I’m grateful for that
because I can draw on what I remember
from it and I apply that to my life now.”
In reflecting on her faith, Meredith
talks of the “non-anxious presence”,
a concept introduced by writer Bill
Gaventa 20 years ago.
“Bill went on to say ‘it is being there
without the expectation of having to
have the answers, but rather, to listen
and hear the lamentations, the anger,
the joy, the dreams and the frustrations’,”
Meredith said at the book launch.
“Bill also quoted a father of a daughter
who had a disability, who said ‘if you

visitors allowed. One day, my brother
delivered something to the front door of
the hospital, to be given to me. He then
went to a nearby coffee shop and stared
up at my window. The bereavement of
not being able to connect face-to-face
was felt on both sides.
“I could text or email family and
friends but it was not the same, true
feelings were not shared as easily
through the technological intermediary.
“I valued the pastoral care team
visits, whose non-anxious presence
gave me a sense of humanness in the
lengthy conversations. The non-anxious
presence was there to listen.”
Meredith laments the fact, though,
that for many people with disability,
meaningful and sustaining friendships
can be difficult to form.
“The real barrier
within the disability
community is the
decreased opportunity
to make friendships
that are non-anxious
and are enduring,” she
says.
“I am fortunate I
have many friendships
from school, university, church and
work.
“How many people with a disability
have the opportunity to go to a higher
level of schooling or even enter the
workforce?
“Most people with disability are
surrounded by paid support workers
and there is little opportunity for a
conversation or transferred thoughts
that lead to a relationship beyond
caregiver and client.
“There is little opportunity to let the
individual identity within themselves be
known.”
In talking of her faith, Vicki makes the
distinction between impairment and
disability.
“The phrase ‘impairment and
disability’ means impairment is cerebral
palsy, with speech that is slow and
indistinct at times, and weird coordination,” she says.
“Disability is the social process of me
interacting with society and the attitudes
of people who do not understand or

I found a community who were grappling with
"
spirituality and disability seriously and it caused
me to reflect on my life’s dance partners in
new life-giving ways.
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Vicki Terrell

"

remove all the physical barriers, you only
create a lonelier world’.
“The stories of disability are
increasingly stories about loneliness.
Physical barriers are only part of the
problem, social barriers are the real
issue.
“Today, as we reflect on 25 years of the
disability and spirituality conferences, I
want to talk about the importance of the
non-anxious ministry and the invisible
barrier which is always there.
“We need, just as all people need, the
spiritual presence of a non-anxious God.”
Meredith related a story about her own
situation during lockdown in Victoria to
illustrate the importance of the nonanxious presence in her life.
“Last year, I was admitted to hospital
for what was meant to be two to three
weeks, but ended up being three
months,” she recalled.
“The majority of the time was during
lockdown and I learnt the fragility and
vulnerability of having paid support
surrounding me 24 hours a day, with no

Vicki Terrell says wrestling
with impairment and
disability has shaped her
role as a minister.

who are afraid and, as a priest, I have to
wrestle with both things.
“It is out of wrestling with impairment
and disability that my ministry has come.
“This was not my plan when I offered
myself for ordination but God has a
funny way of upending our plans.”
As strong leaders, Meredith, Vicki
and Mary have been tireless advocates
for the rights of people with disability,
a cause that Mary says now needs to
be embraced by a new generation of
activists.
“It’s just so vital that the work of Andy
Calder and other leaders in this space is
continued by others and it’s incumbent
on our churches to look at how that
might be done, but it’s also incumbent

on people with disabilities to say what
their needs are,” she says.
“Congratulations must go to the
Uniting Church for even having Andy’s
position in the Synod and I so wish other
denominations and faiths would do the
same.
“But the questions to be asked are,
‘who are the next leaders going to be
and who will step up and continue this
conversation?’.”
Those leaders, Mary says, must
be people with lived experience of
disability who are committed to working
relentlessly in advocacy roles.
“It’s important that the baton is
passed on, because a lot of us who have
been in this sector have been in it for

a very long time, but we have to find
people to pass it on to,” she says.
“So I do wonder, who is the next
generation going to have? I hope
younger people with disabilities can take
up the baton, but I am not seeing many
signs of that. I don’t know that young
people have that fire in the belly that we
used to have.
“If they do, it’s about climate and
saving the planet which, don’t get me
wrong, is important but there isn’t that
fire in the belly about simply being kind
to one another.
“We saw glimpses of it during
COVID-19 and there are many, many
lessons we could learn from that, where
people really did support each other,

Continued P12
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but as soon as the masks came off the
kindness came off.”
It is those acts of kindness that Mary
says can strengthen the connection
between people with disability and
those without. It can be something as
simple as sharing a cup of tea.
“I don’t talk in terms of barriers
because it’s a term that is bandied
around far too much, but when I talk to a
person over a cup of tea, they are forced
to ask me where I want my cup of tea
placed, so they are forced to put it into
my hand and then there is an ability for
them to touch me,” she says.
“It is only when people touch us, and
I say that both figuratively and literally,
that they realise we are no different to
anyone else.
“In my case my
hand just happens to
be in a different place
to theirs, but my need
for a cup of tea is just
the same.”
As he reflects on
the book covering 25
years of the multi-faith
disability and spirituality movement,
Andy’s hope is that it will act as a
conversation starter for those with an
interest in that field.
“The title of Reflective Being Being
Reflective came out of conversations
with 12 people in Australia and over an
18-month period around the content,
purpose and meaning of the book,” he
says.
“It also reflects people’s development
and changes in their thinking over time
and whether what they said then was
what they would say now, and that was
what prompted people in terms of their
responses and what quite a few articles
in the book are about.
“I hope that people reading the
book will have their imagination fired,
their curiosity aroused and for more
conversations to be had among people
who are interested in this particular
intersection between spirituality and
disability.
“It’s an invitation for people to share
something of their own perspective,
when they might not previously have
had that opportunity, or thought that

(their story) wasn’t important.
“So if it helps to unlock further
conversations and perspectives it will
have served a really good purpose,
as well as being a documentation of
history.”
While faith has been a massive part
of her story as a person with disability
and has deeply enriched her life, Vicki
suggests faith communities work best
when they embrace everyone equally,
allowing “all people to flourish”,
regardless of their circumstances.
“As for society in general, faith
organisations are an important part of
our community and they are a social
hub, as well as providing spiritual
sustenance,” she says.

a disability to flourish they need faith or
faith organisations.”
In offering a final thought, Meredith
returns to the theme of the “non-anxious
presence” when she considers the role
spirituality can play in those living with
disability.
“(Biblical scholar) Kylie Crabbe wrote,
‘as we reflect on who we are as the
Church, may the sense of our shared
vulnerability never drown out the muchneeded voices of those who identify
as living with a disability. Indeed, the
biblical account tells us that these voices
occupy a central place’,” Meredith said at
the book launch.
“We have all experienced the isolation
of lockdowns, but not everyone is
coming back into society as
we once understood it to be.
“Watch carefully, note
who is not returning, and
provide a non-anxious
listening ear.
“They may not return in
the same way but they will
know the relationship is still
there.
“We are no different from anyone
else, we are all children of a loving and
listening God who knows our pains, and
shares in our joys, with the non-anxious
presence.”
Reflective Being, Being Reflective is
available in Kindle form from www.
amazon.com.au and as an e-book
from www.booktopia.com.au

It is only when people touch us,
"
and I say that both figuratively and literally,
that they realise we are no different
to anyone else.
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Mary Henley-Collopy

“It would be arrogant and patronising
to say that faith communities should be
more important in the lives of disabled
people than others.
“Faith communities need to provide
social and spiritual sustenance to all
people and I would hope the role of
faith organisations would encourage
all people to flourish, not just disabled
people.
“(But) faith communities also need
to embrace people with disabilities
as people on the journey of faith like
themselves and develop relationships of
equality and mutual support.
“As a bare minimum, faith
communities need to make sure that
everyone has access to buildings and
programs, and need to embrace people
with disabilities as people on the journey
of faith like themselves, and develop
relationships of equality and mutual
support.
“Although faith has been important
in my life journey as a person and I do
know it is important to some of my
disabled mates and colleagues, I don’t
want to presume that for a person with

Andy Calder hopes the book
Reflective Being, Being
Reflective will fire
imaginations and
generate discussion.
Image: Carl Rainer
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Vehicle for

CHANGE
By Donald Moss

It’s a Sunday night at the end of a very
long week and the last thing you feel like
doing when you get home is cooking.
A beer or glass of wine perhaps, but
definitely not the time spent and hassle
needed to prepare something to eat for
the whole family.
The easy decision, then, is to order
takeaway food and, in cities such as
Melbourne, Hobart or Launceston, there
are plenty of options.
Nowadays, you don’t even have to
head out and collect it yourself.
A few seconds’ work on your phone’s
Uber Eats app means you can have it
delivered right to your door.
All well and good, but have you ever
stopped to wonder how much the Uber
Eats driver or rider who delivers your
food will make from the transaction?
Synod of Victoria and Tasmania Senior
Social Justice Advocate Mark Zirnsak has
and can tell you that it isn’t very much.
Whether you’re an Uber ride-share
driver or Uber Eats food deliverer, the
reality is that you are being underpaid.
Mark says Uber ride-share drivers earn
about $12 an hour, while for delivery
drivers and riders it can be as little as
14

$6.67 an hour. That’s why in August, Mark
was successful in having a ban placed
on Synod Ministries and Operations staff
for using Uber and Uber Eats by staff due
to the treatment of drivers and delivery
riders, as well as concerns over their
respective business models.
In announcing the move in midAugust, Moderator David Fotheringham
said it was part of long-running
campaigns to ensure a fair go for
workers.
"The Uniting Church has a long history
of seeking to ensure that people get fair
and just treatment in their employment,”
David says.
“Uber and other ride-share
corporations are another stage in those
businesses who seek to avoid having
to comply with employment laws that
apply to employees.”
Mark is also concerned about Uber’s
long-standing lack of transparency
surrounding its tax affairs worldwide.
And if it’s from little things that big
things grow, Mark hopes the Synod’s
decision might just prick the social
conscience of a few other organisations
around the country to join the fight and

send a clear message to Uber and Uber
Eats.
He says the issues around Uber and
Uber Eats were highlighted by church
members who indicated strong support
for resources that could be used to
mount a campaign aimed at improving
outcomes for those in insecure work.
Adding to the heat on Uber was the
release earlier this year through the
International Consortium of Investigative
Journalists of the Uber files, a treasure
trove of material which painted a
nasty picture of how the corporation
conducted its business affairs globally.
“That release really caused us to go
‘yes, this really fits the bill of a company
engaged in a whole model that revolves
around insecure work, and we now have
something that has caught our attention
to investigate,” Mark says.
“The survey feedback from
congregation members and tax material
release by the Centre for International
Corporate Tax Accountability and
Research were the two things that drove
us to have more of a look at Uber,
and that look does fit our previous
pattern of addressing insecure

work and exploitation of workers.
“This isn’t new territory for us but
what is different is the model Uber and
other ride-share platforms are using to
pursue their aims.”
While he is at pains to state clearly
that the Synod has no issue with the
drivers themselves, Mark says the
key word when
considering Uber’s
business model is
“exploitation”.
“Clearly it’s all
about the business
model of Uber and,
while there may be
some drivers who it suits, the impression
we have is that for a substantial number
of drivers who derive their main income
from Uber, it is exploitative,” he says.
“It’s all about long hours for low pay.”
Mark says the basic problem with
Uber’s business model is that it regards
its drivers as independent contractors.
“Effectively, Uber is arguing that
having a ride with a driver is like calling
a plumber or electrician to your home,”
he says.
“In other words, they are saying

‘we’re not employing them, they are an
independent contractor’ and, I think, for
the vast majority of us that just doesn’t
pass the sniff test.”
The result, Mark says, is that a high
proportion of Uber workers earn below
minimum legal wages because they
are not protected by domestic labour

“The safety issue surrounds the
fact that the overwhelming evidence
suggests that low pay leads to safety
issues on the road and, particularly
in these cases, low pay often leads to
drivers working more hours than it is
safe to do and quite often involves them
driving while exhausted,” he says.
“Driving or riding while
exhausted obviously opens
up risk issues, and we have
had five Uber Eats delivery
riders die in road accidents
since 2017.”
Mark says the
contracts Uber forces
its independent contractors to sign
effectively allow it to set conditions
arbitrarily that the driver or rider have no
say in.
“If they don’t like the conditions they
can take it up through an arbitration
process which is centred in the
Netherlands and are required to pay any
expenses associated with that process,
which isn’t likely to happen,” he says.
While Uber’s argument that its drivers
are independent contractors has been
upheld in Australian courts, meaning it

A survey found ride-share drivers earned
"only
$12 per hour on average after costs,

"

with delivery riders as little as $6.67 per hour.
Mark Zirnsak

laws within the countries in which the
corporation operates.
“In Australia, a survey found that
ride-share drivers earned only $12 per
hour on average after costs, with delivery
riders in the on-demand gig economy
found to earn as little as $6.67 per hour,”
he says.
Mark says another serious issue is one
of safety, of both Uber drivers and the
general public, as drivers are sometimes
forced to cut corners to deliver people
and food as quickly as possible.

Continued P16
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When time doesn’t
mean money

By Donald Moss

Uber driver Peter represents the human
face of Uber drivers and delivery riders
being exploited on a daily basis right
around the country.
Crosslight spoke to Peter, who drives
in a major city, at the end of August to
gain some sort of insight into the life of
an Uber driver.
He has been in Australia for eight
years, an Uber driver for five years and is
the sole provider for his young family.
Driving as an independent contractor
on two days in the week he spoke to
Crosslight, Peter made $317 but took
home just $150 to his family after
working 20.5 hours.
“I have to pay GST on that $317, so
immediately $30 to $35 is gone, I have
spent $50 to $60 on fuel and then there
are other expenses like insurance,
phone, cleaning and maintenance,” he
says.
But the biggest blow comes after all
that, when Uber takes its commission of
27.5 per cent.
While he has completed studies and
has a working visa, a shortage of jobs
where he lives and the need to provide
for his family means driving for Uber has
become a necessity for Peter, rather than
something he would normally choose
to do.
He says the demographic of those
driving for Uber means they are an easy
target for exploitation.
“It is basically people who are jobless
or who are students,” he says.
“So, in the name of flexibility, Uber is
exploiting these people.”
Peter says Uber’s refusal to increase
the amount passengers pay per
kilometre is one of the major reasons life
is so hard for drivers.
16

can block drivers from gaining access to
its app, Mark says he hopes to see that
ruling challenged.
In that, he has the full support of the
Synod.
“The Synod will support legislative
changes to improve the rights and
conditions of people working in the gig
on-demand economy to ensure they can
enjoy the same working rights no matter
how they are engaged to undertake their
work,” David says.
While Uber and Uber Eats drivers and
delivery riders are the more obvious
example of its business model, Mark says
there is growing concern around how it
organises its tax affairs around the globe.
More specifically, he says, the question
needs to be asked in Australia whether
Uber is paying its fair share of tax.
Mark is also a member of the Tax
Justice Network Australia, which is
shining a light on how corporations
like Uber minimise the amount of tax
they should be paying.In doing so,
these corporations deprive countries
of tax revenue that could be spent
building hospitals, schools and other
infrastructure.
“In Australia, for example, Uber
made $1.1 billion in revenue in the last
financial year, of which they said they
had $50 million of profit, on which they

paid $15 million in tax,” Mark says.
“That’s 30 per cent tax paid on that
profit, which seems fair enough, but
the problem is that if there is only $50
million profit on $1.1 billion in revenue,
where did the other $1 billion go?
“So what you are seeing in their
accounts is hundreds of millions
of dollars being transferred to the
Netherlands for unspecified services and
administrative fees and it’s not very clear
what all that money is going for.
“We don’t actually know whether this
is legal or not, and the tax authorities
probably don’t know either, but there
isn’t enough transparency to know one
way or another.”
So, what is Mark’s message for Uber?
“There would need to be substantive
change for us to feel that they were
an entity we were comfortable doing
business with,” he says.
“Firstly, we would want them to move
away from that model of them treating
their people as independent contractors
and accept them as employees, and that
would need to be at a global level.
“Secondly, we would want to see
them making their tax affairs completely
transparent and work within the spirit
of what our tax laws allow, rather than
what they can get away with.”

In the city in which Peter drives, Uber’s
fare is based on $1.24/km and 42c/
minute, so the best a driver can hope for
is $1.66, assuming they can drive one
kilometre in a minute.
“Uber hasn’t increased its fares since
2017 (yet) they are deducting an insane
27.5 per cent of driver's earnings,” he
says.
“This is a First World country but they
are paying Third world wages.
“Uber says they are providing
flexibility, but that doesn’t mean they
should be allowed to exploit drivers.
There needs to be a balance.
“They also say they are serving the
community, but drivers are also a part
of the community, and Uber could help
them by removing the 27.5 per cent
commission.”
Adding to the problems facing a driver,

says Peter, is Uber’s refusal to give details
around the passenger being picked up.
“Uber will not share the details of the
ride they are sending you to and where
they want to go, which is unethical,” he
says.
“So they might send you to a job 30km
away and when the customer hops in
they tell you they only want to go to the
next street, so you might drive for a total
of one hour to make $5.50.”
Peter hopes the Uniting Church’s
decision to shine a light on Uber’s
treatment of its drivers will create a
groundswell of public opinion.
“It’s very stressful, I am working
around 50-60 hours a week and, after all
expenses, I am earning about $10 per
hour,” he says.
“I thank the Uniting Church and we all
need to raise our voice on this issue.”

You can make
an ongoing
difference.
By giving a monthly gift of just $20
a month, you can make a big difference
to a family in crisis.
When becoming a regular supporter, you
can support a program of your choice, helping
individuals, families and communities across
Victoria and Tasmania. Register today to
become a regular supporter.
Call us
1800 668 426
Visit
unitingvictas.org.au/regular-giving
Uniting is the community services organisation
of the Uniting Church in Victoria and Tasmania.

Moderator’s Emergency
Response Fund
The new Moderator’s Emergency Response Fund
is a way for those of us wanting to help when future
emergencies occur in Victoria and Tasmania to
contribute to communities which need immediate
assistance.

Helping communities
affected by disaster

Rev David Fotheringham, Moderator.
Donations can be made at any time, not just in
response to a specific emergency.
For further information or to make a donation,
visit the Synod’s website:

www.victas.uca.org.au

CONTRIBUTE NOW

MODERATOR’S EMERGENCY RESPONSE FUND
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GIFT OF THE

Some people have the gift of the gab,
Rev Dr Wes Campbell has the gift of the
dab. The trained theologian and retired
UC Minister is also a self-taught artist
who has painted an array of art using oils
and acrylics since the early 1980s.
His work is shaped by an acute
observation of Australian artists such
as Arthur Boyd, Sidney Nolan, Albert
Tucker and Fred Williams, and engages
the Christian narrative in the Australian
landscape, exploring themes of war,
justice and peace.
Wes also also paints the Australian
landscape and floral studies and his
work has been installed in a variety of
settings, including church spaces.
Painting was an integral part of Wes’s
identity as a preacher. It was during
theological training that he engaged in
looking at art. As well as the influences
18

Wholeness

mentioned above, Wes also took note of
Orthodox icons as a means of prompting
prayer.
During the 1990s, Wes often drew on
scripture, with subjects ranging from
Advent, Transfiguration, Lent, Easter and
Pentecost.
Wes was artist in residence at Wesley
Theological Seminary, Washington DC
(2000) and Andover Newton Theological
Seminary in Boston (2006). He held a
major retrospective in 2013 in the Centre
for Theology and Ministry, Parkville.
Wes concluded his ministry as the
UCA-appointed Chaplain to Melbourne
University in 2013 and now lives with his
wife, Bev, in Castlemaine.
An exhibition of Wes’s artwork
is planned for December at the
Swell Centre, Hawthorn. For more
information, call 03 9819 2844.

Silence II
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Women visiting the tomb
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Encroaching Salt

Transfiguration of Christ
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Nativity
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MATTER OF LIFE
AND DEATH
Walter Dower,
Narre Warren North
I feel a need, after reading the article on
abortion by Rev Malthouse in the August
issue of Crosslight, to say something.
I don’t want to comment specifically
on her article, other than to hopefully
illustrate what is missing from it.
I don’t want to denounce women
who have had abortions, because I
think, in the most part, they have been
misled into believing it is simply a form
of contraception. I believe there are
circumstances where abortion is justified
and that the laws need to be pragmatic. I
feel for rape victims and the many other
women who have a compelling reason
to obtain an abortion, especially in war
torn countries. I also appreciate that a
total ban on abortion would not prevent
abortions, but rather drive the industry
underground.
However, a law that allows 20 per cent
of pregnancies to be aborted (as current
US law does) is, without question, mass
murder of innocents. It is the equivalent
of Herod the Great’s so-called “slaughter
of the innocents” ramped up on an
immense scale. Herod’s count thought
to be about 30 innocents. What a terrible
monster he was! US count thought to
be about 40,000,000 innocent lives lost
since 1973 decision, but nobody calls it
out.
It is impossible to have a rational
argument about abortion if the unborn

child is regarded as something less than
a live human being and something less
deserving of life than the mother. The
only differences between a new born
baby and an unborn baby is that the
unborn is smaller and more defenceless.
A society that is happy with killing off
the defenceless and weak could hardly
be described as champions of human
rights. The thought of an unborn child
as a bundle of fleshy material out of
which a life will develop if left in situ is an
incredibly naïve view. It is already alive.
Putting a knife through a fetus should
be no less heart-breaking than putting a
knife through a new born.
Until those who say a woman has a
right to do what she wants with her own
body can recognise the rights of the
separate body she is hosting and feel the
heartbreak of killing it, we can’t progress
as a society. It is unconscionable
to sanitise abortion by treating the
unborn like a cancer in a woman’s body,
undeserving of rights, undeserving of
love and undeserving of life. Soon after
conception it becomes a living human
being – a defenceless innocent.
John 15:13 NIV says “Greater love
has no one than this: to lay down one's
life for one's friends.” It is often said a
mother’s love is so deep she would lay
down her life for her child. Surely you
have to honour that sort of love.
These are the women who would
grieve over the loss of an unborn child.
Whatever the reason for an abortion
they would see abortion as a serious
dilemma. We all should.
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Who are we?
Why are we here?

where

are we

going?
These are three core questions the Uniting Church is asking itself.
We asked some people for their thoughts.
By Andrew Humphries

Mark Twain once famously said
reports of his death had been greatly
exaggerated.
At first glance, Twain would seem to
have little to do with the Uniting Church
in Australia, but if we could stretch a
long bow to within breaking distance, we
might argue that his words perfectly sum
up where the Uniting Church finds itself
in 2022.
While its death may have been greatly
exaggerated, perhaps it’s fair to say it’s
24

not in the peak of health? Like many
things, of course, opinions vary widely,
depending on who you talk to.
But as the Church emerges from
the ravages of COVID-19, blinking in
the sunlight and casting a wary eye at
what lies ahead, its future seems to be
a conversation well worth having, and
it was a topic on the minds of Uniting
Church members who attended Synod
2022 in Melbourne in early July.
The theme for that gathering was

‘Arise, come with me’ and, during the
three-day event, members were asked to
give deep thought to where the Church
was heading as it emerged from the
worst of the COVID-19 pandemic.
In the background to all of this were
Census figures released in June which
appeared to paint a bleak picture about
the decline in religion among most
Australians.
How bleak, though, is the picture for
our Uniting Church?

Crosslight spoke to four Uniting
Church figures to drill down deeper
into where the Church sits as we head
towards the end of 2022.
Banyule Network of Uniting Churches
Minister Rev Sandy Brodine co-ordinated
the evening session on day one of Synod
2022, in which members were invited to
reflect on the fact that winter had ended
and spring was here.
It was the perfect metaphor for how
the Church might emerge from the

darkness of COVID-19 into a new light
and what tools it might need to make
that transition.
“It was about pointing towards where
God might be calling us to on a journey
and it really talks about that metaphor of
the winter being over: which can be read
in a multiplicity of ways,” Sandy says.
“God is faithfully asking us to arise
and come with Him and move forward
into a new relationship.”
Brunswick Uniting Church Minister

Rev Ian Ferguson was the convenor of
the facilitation team which gathered
feedback on the Church’s future from
focus groups during Synod 2022.
“We are always dealing with the
Church’s future in a sense, and there are
particularly weighty questions about the
future right now that are relevant to this
age,” Ian says.
“But the fundamental question hasn’t
changed, in that our future is bound up
in God’s future, so the question is, how
Continued P26
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do we best live out the coming Kingdom
as the people of Christ?
“Every age has been confronted with
different challenges and some people
may see it as more cataclysmic and
existential than at any other time, but I
don’t necessarily feel that.
“I think God will always have a church,
but it certainly won’t have the same
shape that it once did.”
As New and Renewing Communities
Catalyst, Rev Mat Harry has skin in the
game when it comes to how the Church
might evolve, and says only a lack of
imagination stands in the way of real and
meaningful change.
The Church, he says, can be taken in
new and exciting directions.
“Absolutely, depending on the attitude
that people bring,” Mat
says.
“If it’s an attitude of
despair assuming that
the Church has failed
then that won’t help
us, but if we take on
a curious disposition
and try and work this
through with others
then there is huge
potential.”
Rev Dr Sally Douglas is the Minister at
Richmond Uniting Church, an author and
a theologian, and believes the Uniting
Church, despite its imperfections,
continues to offer life-giving meaning
and hope.
“I know the Uniting Church is flawed
like any church, but I also think it’s
uniquely placed in our community to
share something of the story of Jesus
and the invitation of Jesus to come
follow and see how astonishing life
can be, in a way that isn’t patronising
or preaching down to people, or
fearmongering and saying you have
to believe us or you are excluded from
God’s love,” Sally says.
While media reporting around the
release of those Census figures in June
focused on a decline in the number of
Australians identifying as Christian, from
52.1 per cent in 2016 to 43.9 per cent
today, Mat argues that doesn’t paint
a true picture of what’s happening in
Australia.

The reality, he says, is far more
nuanced – and positive.
“There is a statistic from the National
Church Life Survey carried out in
November last year that showed the
highest age group who had attended a
worship service that month was 18-34,
with 33 per cent attending in those four
weeks,” he says.
“For the 50-65 age group, it was 11 per
cent.
“We keep on hearing these stories that
nobody is interested in Church, but this
survey says that we are only hearing that
because of who has the microphone at
the moment, and the 18-34 age group
just doesn’t have the megaphone at this
stage.
“Additionally, the Census statistics

and I think it’s a really sad situation
that we haven’t seen the changes that
Jesus Christ makes in our lives as being
something that we want to share with
others.
“We need to shout our story more
loudly and be proud of it and proud of
the fact that we are an inclusive Church.”
Like Sandy, Ian says it’s time to start
telling the world about the powerful and
positive impact the Uniting Church can
have on people’s lives.
“I was talking to someone the other
day about what story the Uniting Church
should be telling to the world and I think
there is nothing fruitful to be gained in
getting dragged into the story of decline
and death, because there is no story to
be told to the world there,” Ian says.
“But I think we continue
as a Church to be really
strong, particularly in the
areas of social justice.
“We have these powerful
agencies and congregations
with a real heart for justice
and the poor and we need
to be continuing to tell that
story so that the world hears
who we are.
“At Brunswick, that includes telling
the story of inclusion and acceptance
and celebrating differences in terms of
sexuality and gender, and we know the
opposite story is told by many other
churches.
“There is a story that we tell to
ourselves and the world that shapes our
identity and might speak to people who
are searching for belonging, faith and
connection and a way to share together
with others in the liberating work of the
Gospel.”
It does mean, though, that some
serious thinking is required around how
the Uniting Church can best position
itself for the future.
In doing that, Sally says, it needs to
rethink how it has changed over the
years in what it means to be faithful.
In short, the Uniting Church needs to
address the fundamental question of
why it now exists and what role it is
meant to play in a changing world.
Engaging with this question will mean
accepting that the Church doesn’t carry

We are always dealing with the Church’s
"
future in a sense, and there are particularly

weighty questions about the future right now
that are relevant to this age.
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ask whether people identify as being
Christian or not, but that is civic
identification and doesn’t really mean
much.
“It hasn’t reflected a lessening in
the number of people who are going
to church, it’s reflected a lessening of
people who actually identify as being
Christian.
“I am very optimistic about this
statistic from NCLS because it’s mindblowing and undercuts the narrative in
the Uniting Church that young people
are not interested in faith.”
Ask all four about the Uniting Church’s
future and what emerges is a belief that
we have a wonderful story to tell, we just
have to learn how to tell it.
Sandy says it’s time we became loud
and proud about what we offer to the
world.
“As a result of this narrative around a
dying church, we haven’t really focused
on how we might grow,” she says.
“We haven’t seen ourselves as
necessarily having good news to tell

Continued P28

Rev Ian Ferguson says the UCA
continues to be “really strong
in the areas of social justice”.
Image: Carl Rainer
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the weight that it once did in the wider
society.
“While for some people there is grief
about the way the church is changing
and we need to honour that grief, for
others there is an amazing invitation
for us to go back to the core question of
what are we here for?” Sally says.
“I think in the past it has been
harder to work out the answer to that
faithfully because we have had a cultural
assumption of what we are here for, but
those cultural things are falling away and
the Church is no longer in the centre of
everything.
“If we are brave enough we can attend
to that question of what are we here for,
and I would argue that that is the core
question.
“My answer to it is that we are here to
be open to relationship with the living
God - to encounter with the Source of all
who comes to us in
Jesus.
“It doesn’t mean
that people who
don’t go to church
aren’t encountering
God, but the
Christian perspective
of faith is that the
divine takes on flesh in Jesus and invites
us into a story of radical change, where
we discover that this God uses power for
healing, feeding and forgiving people,
and gathering them in – and that this
reveals the character of God, she who
is seeking to build up and nourish and
heal, and speak hard truths to power.
“We discover that we are beloved …
and the core is that we are being invited
into this living dynamic of God that is
revealed in Jesus and continues among
us if we are open to it.”
Sandy says renewal can sometimes
mean being prepared to move in a
new direction as opportunities present
themselves.
“It’s really about trying to have the
conversation about where God might be
calling us as a Church,” she says.
“A lot of us work in that new and
renewing and fresh expressions space,
so it is about how do we create space
and make energy for new ways and
opportunities of being church.

“We have a lot of rules and governance
that takes up a lot of time and energy,
so it can be difficult to invest time and
energy into other things.
“Congregations spend a lot of time
having church council meetings and
dealing with administration and
managing buildings that need to be
repaired, so it can be hard to find the
energy to say ‘well, what might God be
calling us to do in our local community
or how can we engage people with the
story of Jesus’.”
But if change must start with brutal
feedback, it’s Mat and Sally who are
prepared to tell a few home truths about
how the Uniting Church needs to move
with the times.
It must, says Mat, become a church
that young people want to be a part of.
Along the way, he says, it could also do
with some sprucing up.

and isolation are at epidemic levels, and
the panacea for that can be Christian
community. So we need to start seeing
that rather than looking at the fact the
world has now changed in ways where
civic religion or civic Christianity is never
going to cut the mustard.
“We need to rediscover our identity as
disciples of Christ and what that means
in the 21st century, because there is a
yearning in our society for some answers
to the complexity and depth of life.”
As she ponders the question of how
best the Uniting Church might move
forward, Sally reflects on her own
approach as the Minister at Richmond
Uniting.
In doing so, she zeroes in on one key
word: accessibility.
“New people come to a service at
Richmond almost every week and
sometimes we see them again and
sometimes we don’t,
but my working
assumption is that
worship has to be
accessible for someone
who has never been in
a church before,” Sally
says.
“So when I’m leading
a service I explain what we are doing as
we go along. It’s about explaining things
along the way so people know what is
happening.
“So our ancient rituals don’t need to
be ditched, they are precious, but we do
need to explain them.”
Christian faith is anchored in the
mystery of dying and rising, and Sally
says renewal comes when we let go of
what isn’t working for us in worship, so
that the new life can be birthed.
Sally believes the Uniting Church
has unique gifts to offer the wider
community.
“We take seriously the fact that the
Bible contradicts and we need to be
engaged with it with our brains, hearts
and spirits, and we take seriously
inclusion and the voices of others,
particularly those who have been
pushed to the edges, and we take
seriously justice,” she says.
“I think what we haven’t taken as
seriously is the place of experience and

If we are brave enough we can attend to that
"
question of what are we here for, and I would argue
that that is the core question.
"
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“The truth is that young people are
interested in faith, but not interested in
how the Uniting Church lives out faith in
the community,” he says.
“They find it utterly boring, but that
doesn’t mean they aren’t interested in
what Jesus has to say.
“We won’t engage them when our
worship service looks like you have
stepped back into 1960 in terms of décor
and we are playing hymns from the
1800s.
“No kids are listening to their
grandparents’ music, so why would we
offer them worship in ways that don’t
make sense to them, they just aren’t
interested.
“Christian community is relevant in
people’s lives as long as we live it out
in ways that grapple with questions
that people are actually grappling with
and address issues that people need
addressed.
“For example, the way the world has
changed now means that loneliness

Continued P30

Rev Sally Douglas says as
a minister her “working
assumption is that worship
has to be accessible for
someone who has never
been in a church before”.
Image: Carl Rainer
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Rev Mat Harry says the UCA,
particularly in Victoria and Tasmania,
is “the most inclusive denomination”.
Image: Carl Rainer

Rev Sandy Brodine says spring is inviting us to journey with God.
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encounter with Great Spirit in worship,
so that when people are leading worship,
lay or ordained, it seems to me that
sometimes there is a sense of going
through the motions rather than carving
out space for silence and questions.
“The core question for all of us is
not ‘how can we attract people?’ but,
instead, ‘if you’re embarrassed to invite
your friend to church, maybe because
the songs are daggy or the sermon isn’t
very well prepared, or for other reasons,
what needs to change in worship?’,
because your intuition that it’s not
working is probably correct.
“I think we need to listen to that
intuition and have really strong
conversations in our church about
clearing out the stuff that doesn’t help,
and creating space for people who have
never been to church, whose closest
connection to church might have been
seeing a religious painting at an art
gallery.”
That doesn’t mean, though, that
church and faith shouldn’t challenge us,
Sally says.
“We sometimes think if we make
something easy for people they will be
more attracted to it, but that’s not the
case,” she says.
“People really actually value the
challenge of ‘this is serious’, and to
actually sit before Jesus is really
disruptive of your life and frustrating,
amazing and challenging.
“The notion that someone – the divine
– has dreams for you and that you might
share your gifts in the world, and how
we might discern what that might be is
much harder, but people are genuinely
much more attracted to that and they
want to be challenged.”
Mat says we shouldn’t be shy in
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proclaiming our track record of being
a progressive and inclusive church as a
selling point to people.
“I think firstly we need to claim our
identity and distinctiveness,” he says.
“The distinctiveness of the Uniting
Church, particularly in Victoria and
Tasmania, is that we are the most
inclusive denomination.
“We need to claim that and own that
because it actually means that we are
theologically very attractive to people
beyond the church.
“However, the ways that we gather,
operate and live out our Christian lives
in community quite often is reflective
of traditions and patterns that do not
reflect the way that people live their lives
now.
“We have a theology that is very open
and we don’t leverage that in the ways
that we could and we should.”
Mat uses Ashburton Uniting Church, in
Melbourne’s south-east, as an example
of what can be achieved through strong
community engagement.
“Lavingi Fine is the Minister in
placement there who understands there
is massive goodwill in the community,
and if the church effectively serves the
community, there will be people who will
collaborate,” he says.
“You just have to try some things and
when you do you will find people from
the wider community who are willing
to get on board and do the missional
activity with you and then you will gain
momentum and things will happen.
“So what has happened at Ashburton
is that Lavingi started a food pantry
during the pandemic, she posted
something about it on Facebook
and then people from the broader
community started to stock the pantry,

which is located outside the church door
and can be accessed by anyone.
“From that they have started a soup
night and that has meant they have got
quite a few volunteers from the wider
community who have jumped on board
to work with them on this.
“That’s what happens when you
provide an opportunity for people
beyond your church community to give
and they can experience the joy of giving
for themselves.”
It’s a template, he says, worth looking
at as the Church further explores how to
be Christian community in the current
context.
With winter now behind us, Sandy
suggests spring is inviting us to arise
and journey with God towards a brighter
future as the Church considers its place
in the world.
Trust in God, she says, and wonderful
things will happen.
“You just let the Holy Spirit blow
through, you just allow it to engage us in
trying new things,” she says.
“And it will be local and indigenous
and appropriate to particular areas and
there will be logic to why it is what it is.”
Like Sandy, Sally says trust in God will
open up endless possibilities.
“We are in a pivotal moment and my
confidence is in God, but the Uniting
Church has to do the hard work of saying
‘what are we here for’, and attending to
what I think is the core work,” she says.
“So if we believe the Gospel is
life giving, how do we authentically
let people around us know about
that in ways that are not preachy or
paternalistic, just holding the space
gently and clearly, and then serving
those in need.
“If we are not attending to those core
things and think we need to be relevant
or trendy, which are secondary things,
we may well die.
“But God will work with those who will
work with her and I am hopeful we will
have the courage to let go of the idols of
what the church was and attend to what
should be the core.
“If we can do that, God can make a
feast out of scraps, with love, healing and
hope.”
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Covid op

By Andrew

As the Uniting Church grapples with the
question of how it’s best placed to meet
the future, it is some of the nuts and
bolts issues that need to be addressed.
When members were asked for
feedback during Synod 2022, they made
it clear a conversation was required
around a number of things as the Church
moves forward.
Rev Ian Ferguson says while this was
a conversation that was always going
to happen, it was brought forward by
the upheaval and turmoil caused by the
arrival of COVID-19 in early 2020.
“It was a conversation that was
needed and is always needed,” he says.
“It’s pressing now and the discussion is
given particular shape by the pandemic,
and having it now does make it a
discussion significantly influenced by
that, which obviously it wouldn’t have
been pre-pandemic.
“The pandemic will change the shape
of the Church forever and have an
ongoing impact for years to come.”
Like Ian, Rev Sandy Brodine says the
conversation around the Church’s future
was always necessary, whether or not
the pandemic brought it into focus.
“This has been coming for a very long
time, it’s not a new situation for the
Uniting Church, but the pandemic might
have escalated the need for it,” Sandy
says.
What the pandemic did, say Ian and
Sandy, was change the nature of worship
at a most fundamental level.
From months of lockdown and
isolation came the emergence of online
worship, which was embraced by many
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congregations, while others found
adapting to it a bit more difficult.
It’s important, Sandy says , to look at
some of the opportunities that opened
during the pandemic.
“What it has done is shown us what
is possible beyond our geographical
boundaries,” she says.
“Communities meeting online, for
example, has really changed the way
we feel about church and given us
opportunities that we would never have
thought possible.
“Yes, it has made it hard for some
people to leave home and come out,
because of COVID, but on the other hand
(it has opened opportunities) and you
don’t have to look very far to see lots of
examples of very small things that are
starting to emerge.”
At Brunswick, Ian says the pandemic
opened the door to a level of flexibility
that hadn’t existed.
“A positive aspect was the way we
pivoted to using alternative means of
gathering, and I felt we did that in a
multi-layered way and we had strands to
our connection,” he says.
“Various online Zoom groups met and
there was our Sunday worship program,
a recording and Zoom gathering
afterwards and we continue to use those
online gifts, as most places do now.
“We have a lot of meetings on Zoom,
which previously would have been in
person, and so we are able to include
more people in leadership now.
“There is more flexibility around
the ways people can participate, and
through livestreaming our services we

have a broader reach for our worship
than we did pre-COVID, and we know
there are people connecting from all
over Australia.”
During Synod 2022 in early July,
members pondered in the wake of
COVID-19 what unhelpful baggage
the Church could leave behind as it
embraced God’s promise of new spring
growth.
Members talked of the need for
more collaboration among church
councils, the key role to be played by our
institutions such as Uniting Vic.Tas and
U-Ethical in supporting initiatives, and
the necessity for a conversation around
the conflicting priorities of property and
mission.
Feedback groups discussed pruning
the complexity of buildings and
property, when dealing with issues such
as insurance and maintenance, to allow
them to focus on people rather than
assets, while letting go of the traditional
Sunday morning worship, and the vexed
issue of amalgamation, were also aired.
Ian says any discussion
about building use and

ahead is a

eration
Humphries

associated costly maintenance must
begin with a simple question: why
do those buildings exist and are they
serving a useful purpose?
Is there potential to sell them as part
of the Money for Mission program, while
smaller congregations also consider
amalgamation?
“At Brunswick, we have been doing
quite a bit of thinking around this
because we have a large heritage suite
of buildings, a beautiful church and
massive hall which are in very good
condition and well maintained,” he says.
“So the big question is why? What is
the purpose of having those buildings?
“It costs a ridiculous amount of money
to maintain those buildings, we need
reserves of hundreds of thousands of
dollars to maintain them, but those
buildings are alive with God’s mission
through asylum seeker programs, a
drop-in centre, and arts programs, so
during the week our site is busy and lots
of people from all walks of life come
through and enjoy and contribute to it.
“At Brunswick, our property is being
used really positively as part of God’s
mission, but in other places is might
be a terrible burden and I have
seen that in some of my
other placements.
“There will be places
where amalgamation
is really fruitful
for some
congregations and
other examples
where a small
congregation may

be able to continue across a region by
sharing ministry.
“Different things will work in different
places.”
As congregations pivot towards the
future, Sandy suggests the conversation
about bricks and mortar is more
important than ever.
“Certainly Money for Mission is at the
front of people’s minds around getting
them to think about whether a particular
building their congregation might have
is still fit for the purpose of running
traditional activities or is it past the point
of that and would it be better to sell it to
work with people down the road to do
something different in a different space,”
Sandy says.
“Over the last decade, a number of
networks and clusters have worked hard
to come together, but it has been done in
very different ways.
“There are some really interesting
models around the Uniting Church on
how it’s being done, and it’s a really
interesting question to explore: what
is good missional use of property
and what sort of things can we do
in our properties? But it is different
from property to property and from
community to community.”
And what of the traditional Sunday
service, the bread and butter of
congregations for so many years?
While there may still be a place
for that type of gathering, it’s clear
some congregations have grasped the
opportunity to head in a new direction.
“There is definitely still a place for
traditional Sunday worship, but I think it

has to sit alongside other things,” Sandy
says.
“Of course there are people, old and
young, who find the traditional worship
of hymns, praying and a sermon really
useful.
“Some families like the idea of Messy
Church, where you can go in and get
your hands dirty and do stuff together,
but other people might hate that, so I
think what you need is a number of small
things side by side that can be allowed to
grow together.
“It’s certainly not about having to
replace all traditional worship with
something different.”
As she ponders what lies ahead, Sandy
is confident Uniting Church members
will come together to ensure that it’s a
bright and positive future.
“Some congregations are really tired
and struggling and that is a very real
and palpable thing, and the death of a
congregation is very sad, but in other
places there are small seeds of hope,”
she says.
“So, it’s not a uniform story and I just
wonder how those places where there
is hope can shine that light forward for
places where there isn’t any, so that
we can come together and share our
resources better.
“There are a number of small groups
that are thinking about how we support
entrepreneurial and new ministry across
the church and that is a conversation
that is alive in a number of places.
“It’s about how do we get the wider
church to embrace and support that.”
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Rough and

tumble
… and a way out
By Stephen Acott

See if you’ve heard this story before.
Five years ago, Jesse had a drug habit.
A big one. His drug of choice — because
he chose it, not the other way around —
was ice.
Ice is an insidious drug. Highly
addictive, when you inevitably fall into
its vice-like grip, the only way is down.
And you only stop that spiral when you
(a) kick the habit or (b) hit what they
call rock bottom. And how do you know
when you’ve hit rock bottom? When you
don’t have a roof over your head.
“I first became fully homeless in
2017,” Jesse, who wishes to remain
anonymous, says.
“I was living in Melbourne and I had
an ice addiction that was spiralling out
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of control. I lost my job as a result and
my boss was also my landlord, so I lost
my housing as well. With no income
there was no option of any housing or
accommodation.”
Jesse’s story is a cliché, and yet it’s
not — it’s reality reading. There’s a real
person at its very core and that alone is
reason enough to park our prejudices
and learn more. Yes, Jesse was kicked
to the curb by ice, but that’s not the full
story. It’s just the highlights. The real
story is why. What made Jesse consume
a drug he knew full well was a one-way
ticket to oblivion?
“I worked in the hospitality industry,
which was long days and weeks,” he
says.

“Speed was used back then to help
you stay awake and have energy for
longer. I was running hospitality places
like a well-oiled machine for 18 hours a
day. People dealing speed became the
people dealing ice later down the track,
and those using speed started using ice
instead.”
The way Jesse tells it, ice was a
foregone conclusion. An occupational
hazard. Either way, it doesn’t matter.
What matters is Jesse didn’t think ahead
and instead thought only of the “now”.
How to maintain his punishing work
schedule.
And this is true of any drug addict.
Nobody looks to the future and pictures
themselves losing their job, lying in a
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gutter, sleeping rough, seeking handouts
from strangers sneering at them
with passive, sometimes aggressive,
indifference. Every drug user is bullet
proof at this point.
But it doesn’t last for long.
“Ice use makes you really paranoid,”
Jesse says. “And paranoia and rough
sleeping are not a good combination.
This is when I started using heroin.”
And this is where things go completely
pear-shaped … or do they?
“I know now that it was the day before
Christmas Eve, but at the time I had no
concept of the day, date or time,” Jesse
says when asked how he “ended up in
the Alfred Hospital”.
“I’m not sure what happened, whether

it was my epilepsy, ice or heroin use.”
He didn’t know it at the time — how
could he, he was completely strung out
— but this would be the start of things
turning. Just the start though.
“They knew I was homeless, but they
treated me well,” he says of the hospital
staff, who had seen a conga line of Jesses
before. They knew the drill, but their
humaneness, their kindness, defied the
monotonous regularity of patients such
as Jesse.
“They offered for me to stay overnight
and to speak to a social worker the next
day,” Jesse says.
“The social worker was great
and arranged a script for epilepsy
medication, got my Centrelink payments

sorted out, and referred me to the
homeless crisis centre. They provided a
motel over the whole Christmas period. I
couldn’t believe it. For a bit over a week,
I had somewhere to stay, a shower, and
didn’t have to worry about anything.
After that I went to my first rooming
house.”
It sounds like Jesse is on the road to
recovery. He’s not, of course, because
while his story isn’t a cliche, we’ve all
read the script. Life as a drug addict
wasn’t meant to be easy. Jesse has some
more battles to win and we’ll get to them
a little later.
In the meantime, let’s meet Tom.
If Jesse’s story didn’t tug at your
heartstrings — and for many it won’t,
Continued P36
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well not yet anyway — Tom’s story will.
Tom, 20, ended up on the streets when
he was about 16, but the seeds of that
descent were sown eight years earlier.
Tom picks up the story …
“My problems started when I was
about eight,” he says.
“My mum brought a drunk home and
he was abusive towards me, my brothers
and my sister. He used to get up in our
faces and yell, and that went on for three
and a half years.
“As soon as I turned 11, I said to mum
I needed to move out. I moved into my
father’s house and, about a month later,
my mum had an accident and died.
“I didn’t know what to do. All I knew
was being abused from a young age and
losing people for no reason. My dad took
me in and took me out of that unsafe
environment.

Tom describes this bleak period as
“a bit of a struggle”, but that’s what
homelessness does to you. It numbs
you to the harsh reality of your lived
experience. Call it a coping mechanism.
Better to forget as much as you can.
“When you are couch surfing you don’t
know when you are going to be kicked
out,” Tom says.
“You don’t know how much you will
need to pay to get by week-to-week. I’ve
lived at mates places where I’ve had to
pay up to $400 a fortnight. So I’ve gone
days, even a week, without food. It’s
definitely a struggle.
“I wasn’t on Centrelink, but had to get
on that so I could pay for my own food.
I would sleep the days away so I didn’t
have to eat.
“Now every time I get paid I overeat
because I want to fill up my week of not

My mum brought a drunk home and he was
"
abusive towards me, my brothers and my sister.
He used to get up in our faces and yell,
and that went on for three and a half years.
Tom

“I stayed with dad until I finished
my Year 11 VCAL and then I told him I
wanted to take a break for a year or two
before doing uni. He said I was causing
him too much stress while I was at home.
He gave me an ultimatum: seek help at
Headspace and try to get the grief out so
as not to cause him stress and me stress
so he can benefit his own health while
he’s still got me in his life.
“Unfortunately I was still causing him
too much stress so I had to move out.”
When your mother has died and your
father kicks you out, the only place Tom
could turn to was his brother, but his
brother wasn’t prepared for a 16-year-old
housemate appearing on his doorstep,
sibling or no sibling.
“I moved in with my brother and that’s
where it started,” Tom says and by “it”
he’s referring to chronic hunger. I was not
eating sometimes for a week, and I didn’t
know where my next meal was coming
from or where I was going to stay.”
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eating because my stomach gets to the
point where it just hurts constantly.”
Bec, who like Jesse doesn’t want to be
identified, has a similar backstory. She
has spent three years living in her car
with her two dogs.
“I experienced violence and trauma in
my family home, and just couldn’t do it
anymore,” she says.
“Being homeless and sleeping in my
car seemed like a better option than
living in that environment. It wasn’t
safe.”
Bec says people would occasionally
take pity on her and offer to
accommodate her for a night or two, but
there was always a clause: “I couldn’t
bring my dogs.”
“The same was for crisis
accommodation,” Bec says. “I was never
going to give up my dogs because they
never give up on you. They don’t care if
you’re rich or poor, they just love you.
Unconditional love. They’re your best

Tom says he's gone
"days, even a week,
without food. It’s
definitely a struggle".

friends. When I was cold, they warmed
me up. Gave me hugs and loved me
when I had no one else. I would never
give that up.”
Like Jesse, Bec also ended up with a
drug habit, but where Jesse’s addiction
was rooted in wanting to stay awake,
Bec’s was rooted in wanting to literally
crawl into a corner and shun the world.
“I guess that happens when you have
trauma and stuff in the past that you
want to forget,” she says. “You want to
forget, to numb yourself, so you don’t
feel. It’s not the answer, but it happens.”
Jeremey, 50, was a soldier back in the
day. A man’s man. Like Jesse, he was
bullet proof. Ice took Jesse’s life away,
but gambling was Jeremey’s undoing.
“I’ve worked all my life,” Jeremey, who
was homeless for about 18 months, says.
“I had my own business, I’ve owned a
home and I’ve been a single parent for
most of my children’s lives.”
Not now, though.
“I’ve lost thousands off gambling,
he says. “I’ve lost the home, I’ve lost a
business …”
Jeremey didn’t end up on the streets,
however. He headed for the bush. As you
do.
“I have a disability called
spinocerebellar ataxia and it was
increasingly encroaching on my life,” he
says.
“I was a single parent and I didn’t look
after my mental health. I gave up. I was
lost and ended up in the bush.
“I was a soldier when I was growing
up so I knew I was going to be all right.
I actually believed if I had a few other
pieces of equipment I could have lived
off the land — but that was unrealistic.
“It was really hard. I wasn’t even
getting Centrelink so I was getting no
money. My youngest daughter was
sending me $100 a week and that’s how I
got through.”
It’s been said before — even in these
pages — that homelessness is a scourge
on a First World society. We’ve just
heard how it can happen, but still ... how
can it happen? How can there not be
enough rooves to house our population?
Speaking of which, it is estimated
Victoria alone will need an extra
Continued P38
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When Victoria went into hard
lockdown Jeremey went bush.
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1.6 million houses by 2051 to
accommodate everyone expected to be
within its borders. That’s 1.6 million in 29
years or, to break it down, 4600 a month
for the next 348 months.
Safe to say the term “crisis
accommodation” has never been more
appropriate.
Right now, there is an estimated
24,000 people in Victoria sleeping rough
(up 14 per cent in past five years) and a
further 1600 in Tasmania.
When asked to describe what it’s like
when home is
address unknown,
Tom struggles to
fully articulate his
thoughts. He says
loneliness was what
played mostly on
his mind. That and
insecurity. “You just
don’t know who’s going to be there from
one day to the next,” he says of his years
spent couch surfing.
“It messes with everything because
you don’t know who has your back. My
mental health has gone to s----.”
Jesse was more forthcoming. He picks
up his story, having just found temporary
shelter at a rooming house.
“Rooming houses in Melbourne are
pretty full on,” he says.
“I stayed there for a short time and

then left. I didn’t want to pay the money
to stay there because I was still using
drugs.
“Rough sleeping in inner-city
Melbourne was pretty creepy and unsafe.
I chose to sleep a bit out of the city
because it felt safer.
“A typical day when I was rough
sleeping and at the height of my drug
use, was waking up at sunrise and then
planning my way into the CBD. I would
go to shoplift items I could then sell to
support my drug habit.

your period, or you’re sick,” Bec says.
“No clean clothes and everything is
just dirty, all your blankets are wet. Or it’s
40 degrees and you don’t have money
for a cold drink for you or your dogs.
“You feel pretty low at those times.
I would wake up in the morning in my
car, then have to go and find a toilet
and some food, maybe a shower. This
sometimes took all morning.
“There is also the challenge of how to
get mail if you are homeless and don’t
have an address. I didn’t have a bank
card for ages because
there was nowhere to
send it to, and I couldn’t
pick it up from the
bank because I didn’t
have any identification
documents. So I had
money, but couldn’t
get it. I couldn’t get the
identification documents for the same
reason, no address to send it to. They’re
little things, but they become frustrating
and make life hard.”
Another contributing factor that made
life hard was COVID-19. When Victoria
went into hard lockdown, no one was
spared, not even those sleeping rough.
That’s why Jeremey went bush.
Uniting, which is one of the leading
agencies in Victoria and Tasmania
providing shelter to people who need
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Bec

“I would then sell these and buy
heroin. Basically, I would then just repeat
this: stealing, selling the goods, buying
drugs, using drugs. The end of the day
was then about finding somewhere to
sleep that night.”
As a woman, Bec had other matters
to address, something Jesse, Tom
and Jeremey never had to consider —
persona hygiene.
“Probably the hardest times when
you’re rough sleeping is when you’ve got

39%

of tenants are
experiencing
rental stress
(over 1 million
Victorians).

Housing prices
have increased

80%

by
over the past 15 years
it, has seen a 53 per cent increase
in people seeking accommodation
since the pandemic started. It has also
experienced a significant increase in
people experiencing family violence,
particularly women.
To this end, it has pledged $20 million
towards new affordable housing builds
and to help increase tenancies by 500
across Victoria and Tasmania in the next
five years.
Tom is one of the people who has
sought refuge through Uniting, both for
his physical and mental wellbeing.
“I’m trying to work on my mental
health and I have benefitted from going
through Uniting and doing programs.
They’ve made me feel at home and given
me a place to stay, food to eat. They’ve
made me feel like a family.”
Tom is staying at Barnagnen, a Uniting
facility providing support to people aged
16-25 with a mental health condition
that is impacting on everyday life.
“I’m so grateful that I no longer have to
worry about where I will be staying from
one day to the next,” Tom says. They’ve
also opened up possibilities for me.
They’ve given me job interviews.”
Bec says she found refuge at Uniting’s
Street2Home service via a referral.
“I didn’t really reach out for help,” she
says. “The first meeting didn’t go well. I
was really sceptical that anyone would

actually help me. I was almost trying to
fight with them and push them away.
The workers were pretty persistent
though, in a good way, saying they
would come back next week and try
again. They really were my last hope and
I eventually let them help me.
“I went into a temporary housing
program and finally had my own unit
with my dogs. There were others living in
units on the same site and workers were
there during the day. I met other people
that were like me, and this definitely
helped my journey.
“I am now in my own house. Just
me and my dogs. It’s my safe place.
Everyone deserves a safe place. Without
safety you can’t do anything.
“Happiness is starting to take over

On any given night,

24,000
Victorians
are homeless

Homelessness
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in the past five years,
while rough sleeping
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outpacing
population growth.
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people are on
the Victorian public
housing waitlist,
including
25,000 children.
now, instead of the trauma and sadness.”
So that’s “them”, people living on the
edges. What about “us”? What can we
do? Well, sometimes a little bit can go a
long way and each person interviewed
for this article stressed the need for
understanding and looking past wellingrained prejudices.
“Just be kind,” Jeremey says, simply.
“Absolute generosity is required.”
Bec says she still remembers the way
people would look at her when she slept
in her car.
“They would stare, or point, or mutter
things, or look on you with pity, or
disgust,” she says.
“I would hear them say, ‘something is
wrong with her that she is homeless’, but
they have no idea what’s happened or is
happening in your life.”
Tom asks people to be less
judgmental.
“Never judge a person by their past
or present,” he says. “They’ve obviously
gone through something to be where
they’re at.
“Homelessness knocks people down
to their knees and they want a way out
which, unfortunately, is suicide for a
lot of people. But that’s not the answer.
There are places out there like Uniting
that will help people.
“Never judge a book by its cover.”
There’s those cliches again.
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Let Christmas
wishes support
those in need.

1

Australiana
(Mixed Pack 1)

Wreath sentiment: Wishing you a Merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year
Kookaburra sentiment: Wishing you all the
joys of Christmas

2

Bauble and Tree
(Mixed Pack 2)

Bauble sentiment: Season’s Greetings and
best wishes for the coming year
Tree sentiment: Wishing you every happiness
this Christmas and throughout the New year

3

Holly
(Mixed Pack 3)

Green Holly sentiment: Warmest wishes for
a wonderful Christmas and Happy New Year
Red Holly sentiment: May the festive season
bring only happiness and joy to you and your
loved ones

Each pack
of 10 cards
is only $11
4

Nativity

5

Sentiment: May joy be your gift at Christmas
and may hope and love be your treasures in
the New Year
“The Magi opened their treasures and presented
the baby Jesus with gifts …” Matthew 2:11

Scan to
order online.

Sentiment: A wish for peace and
happiness at this Christmas season
and throughout the New Year

Please visit unitingvictas.org.au/christmas-cards
or call 1800 668 426 to order your Christmas cards.

Uniting is the community services
organisation of the Uniting Church
in Victoria and Tasmania.
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Peace Dove

